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It might be worthwhile to pause for a bit to discuss the relationship of Experimental Jurisprudence to the many other schools of jurisprudence which have existed from time to time. It has also an important relation to the expansion of the scientific method into the literature and practice of social control through law. There is no need here to go into a detailed scholarly discussion of the history of jurisprudential thought. This has been done so superbly by Stone and Pound that a repetition of the process would be superfluous. However, a general discussion of its methods in relation to other well known types of thought and action in the field of philosophy and practice in government might prove useful to a better understanding of Experimental Jurisprudence.

The Essence of Experimental Jurisprudence

Experimental Jurisprudence is a science of law based on a rigorous application of the scientific method to the study of the phenomena of law-making, the effect of law upon society and the efficiency of laws in accomplishing the purposes for which they came into existence. It is immaterial whether Experimental Jurisprudence is a branch of sociology, or whether or not all of political science, part of each of sociology, economics, philosophy and many of the other social sciences
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included within its ken. The line between the "sciences," like the definition of law, is little more than a quibble which can be left to the pundits, bureaucrats and administrators; to the scientist, the nature of its subject matter, the methods which it uses and the results which it achieves, rather than its definition, are fundamental.

With these preliminary observations in mind, it might be stated that the steps employed in prosecuting a method of Experimental Jurisprudence should be approximately as follows:

1. The nature of the phenomena which law attempts to regulate should be studied. In particular, the social problem to which a specific law is directed should be carefully isolated and examined.

2. The rule of law or other method used to regulate the phenomena or intended to solve the social problem should be accurately stated.

3. The effect on society of adopting the rule should be observed and measured.

4. There should then be constructed a hypothesis that attempts to explain the reasons for this reaction.

5. This description, when broadened to apply to other analogous situations, might be considered a jural law that describes or predicts results which would occur on application of a similar regulatory law to similar problems.

6. If analysis shows that the law is inefficient, there could then be suggested new methods of accomplishing the originally desired result.

7. The proposed new law could be enacted and the process repeated.

8. A series of such adoptions of new laws and the study of their results might throw important light upon the usefulness of the underlying purposes behind the enactment, thus effecting a possible alteration in or abandonment of this objective, or in the long run, even induce a revision of our present scale of social and political ethics.

Each of the steps in this process may require the skillful use of complicated machinery and techniques of observation. Some are now in existence, others will have to be developed. The important thing is that scientific jurisprudence is essentially a problem-solving device.

A brief discussion of its relation to the other schools of jurisprudence and to experimental scientific methods will aid in placing Experimental Jurisprudence in its modern philosophical context.

The Natural Law

The Natural Law school is the oldest and perhaps the most persistent of all the schools. It is frankly dedicated to the task of determining the
perfect rule of law for all situations, and purports to offer a universal test for all rules of law. This is to be achieved by comparing the rule in question to the natural law which covers the individual situations.

Due to the influence of this school in the field of social or juridical science we are only just now emerging from the era of dogmatic truth. In the past there has been a great reliance on absolutes. The talk about fundamental values, social ends, moral concepts, basic theories of human relations which can be solved only by return to the true church, the family, the marriage concept, by development of democracy, the rule of the proletariat or government by law and not of men, has dominated our social sciences and our juridical thinking.

In the social field Natural Law has long been willing to provide absolute answers. As is well known, the natural law theorists for centuries have claimed that there exists in the nature of things a perfect rule of law for each given situation which can be written into man made government law. One may not only be willing, but anxious to go along with this natural law philosophy. There may be absolutes; there is comfort in believing that there are. Life would be much more simple if there were. It is easy to grant that the universe is so constituted that there is, in the relations of man to man, among all the possible rules of law which might be applied, one which is best fitted for governing each relationship. The only question is how can it be found?

The natural law theories of the past and present seem to offer two ways of discovering this higher or perfect law. One is reason, the other divine guidance or revelation. Both of these tests are offered ex cathedra, accompanied by a great show of rationalization, but with no necessity of previous study of social conditions and with no following empirical inquiry into the social effect of the legal rules thus propounded. Pure reason or revelation or both seem to be the measure of perfection.

Taking the theory of divine guidance first, if there is a Diety who propounds such rules, and one may be perfectly willing and happy to admit that there is, to whom does He reveal His messages? Granting that He by hypothesis has a perfect sending set, there seems to be a slight difficulty with the human receiving apparatus. Among those who purport to have been in contact with the Source of all wisdom, as for example, Moses, Christ, Buddha, Mohammed, Confucius, to name only a few, each claims to have the true doctrine; yet different results seem to have been reached for the perfect rule governing almost every problem that comes under the ken of law. For example, the conflict on the legality of plural marriages under the various systems is well known.
In a primitive society having only one basic religion, laws grounded on its revealed precepts might work fairly successfully to keep the peace; but in a polyglot world such as the one in which we live, whether it be the United States or the world at large, these absolutes come into basic conflict. Even in one country there are the Protestants, Catholics, Christian Scientists and Mormons, to name only a few, who would reach conflicting decisions on the absolute truth behind the law of plural marriage and its corollary, legal divorce. If each is to follow his own conscience and, according to classical natural law theory, obey only the law which corresponds to his revealed absolutes, anarchy is assured. One of the chief causes of the current disruption of legal administration is the Natural Law philosophy placing one's personal beliefs above the law.

Now turning to reason as a source of the absolutes. Natural Law in the United States alone has been used to justify revolution, confiscation of property, maintenance of the status quo, the sanctity of property rights over human rights and vice-versa. Logic, rhetoric, disputation and word mongering on both sides seem equally potent.

In the broader fields of governmental structure and international relationships, reason can be, and has been brought to bear to support democracy, dictatorship, altruism and might makes right. Our current international impasse is based on natural law approaches grounded on reason on both sides. The communists and the free world equally appeal to reason. Both systems from the point of view of logic, rhetoric, appeals to history and just common sense are equally attractive to large bodies of converts. On appeal to reason alone, Karl Marx seems to be able to convince as many people as the capitalistic democrats. The result, of course, is war and international chaos. In the past many religious wars and revolutions were fought in which each side was positive of the truth of its absolutes. Now there is talk in terms of similar wars based upon ideological absolutes of politics and economics. This has been the result of two thousand years of natural law thinking on both sides, and nothing new seems to be involved in the present cry to return to natural law or something like it. 
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Of course, this is all old stuff in the field of philosophy and one should apologize for offering it again here, if it were not for the fact that there are among us, lawyers, jurists, and a substantial group of people who, in despair of obtaining any results from shallow realism, are returning to the simple faith of Aquinas and Aristotle. Like others before them, they seem to believe that a statement can be made true simply by repeating it and building up a structure of reasoning about it. It is submitted that it is time to move on to other procedures for testing the validity of legal concepts and the usefulness of particular rules of law.

The only aid the Natural Law school can offer to Experimental Jurisprudence is perhaps in step 6, suggesting new laws. It should be noted here that in experimental method such suggestions are based upon research into existing sound facts. Natural Law has no such technique; so as the experimental research proceeds and facts about the social application of law and jural laws accumulate, there will be less and less need for the type of imagination involved in the Natural Law system.

The Philosophical Idealists

Very closely related to Natural Law are the various schools, that for want of a better word may be classified as philosophical idealists. This group, as did Kant, seems to base the concept of justice on pure reason. They reach for magic words and basic principles to test the validity of laws and legal systems. There is here no reference to the actual empirical conditions under which laws are enforced; they deal only in abstract tests of what law ought to be or do. Here one finds such formulas as Kant’s free will, Hegel’s idea of liberty, Stamler’s idea of the law, Duguit’s social solidarity, even Bentham’s greatest good for the greatest number, and Marx’s dictatorship of the Proletariat. The Historical school also partakes of this philosophical unreality. Savigny’s customary rights, and folk-soul are based on philosophical constructs rather than any factual investigation of the actual condition of man as he is touched and affected by laws.

It is this method of thinking which has supplied the world with a philosophical basis for clashing ideologies which are now threatening to destroy mankind. Kant and Hagel have given us the ideology of freedom which is the philosophical basis of the drive in the “free world”, and Marx, of course is the source of the ideology of the communist dictatorship. Now it is not clear that the ideologies are the sole cause of
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the clash between the two worlds; but they certainly helped create the
emotional and intellectual backing which, with no support in empirical
facts, rationalized the two sides of one of the most deadly, dangerous
clashes in history.

In like fashion, this ideology of freedom and sovereignty has led to the
independence of many states in Africa and the Middle East which were
not ready for self-government. As a result of this implementation of
ideology, they seem to be slowly slipping back into savage anarchy.

This reliance upon idealism, like the use of religion to support
crusades and deadly wars, is one of the scourges of mankind. Idealistic
philosophy, like religion, has been set upon a pedestal and surrounded by
an aura of goodness, inspiration and truth which is without any scientific
support in experimental fact. Although it is not without its practical
gains, the steadily accumulating debits in the loss column indicate that
this type of thinking needs reexamination.

Experimental Jurisprudence will have none of this technique. If it has
any use at all it may be in working out hypotheses as to step 4 in
explaining reactions to the law or perhaps in formulating new laws in the
sixth step. But here again no such hypotheses can be a statement of an
absolute, but only a tentative proposition to be tested by further
experiment.

**Utilitarianism**

The position of Bentham or Jhering and their followers that law is a
means to an end, in other words that it is an instrumentality for
achieving concrete socially just results, is a proposition which finds an
important place in Experimental Jurisprudence. The utilitarian formula
for stating or measuring that result, the greatest good for the greatest
number, is too simple and vague to offer a real scientific basis for
experimentation; but the study of actual needs and demands as a means
of reaching a just law is an extension of this philosophical principle to
the operation of real social engineering. It should be noted also that the
classical utilitarians offered only a theory of interests. To be sure, there
is in their writing a listing of interests. See, for example, Pound's
classification of interests, where he talks about real human claims and
demands, but the interests he lists are generalizations of legal rules,¹¹ not
an empirical examination of the actual needs and demands of people in
modern society.

Analytical Jurisprudence and Positivism

When one comes to the Analytical Jurisprudence of Austin and Kelsen one encounters an attempt to unify and define the nature of law itself. Neither the Analytical Jurists nor the Positivists who follow them are interested in determining the justice or "goodness" of rules of law; they simply ask the question what is the rule of law, and how can it best be described. Kelsen, for example, takes the position in his Pure Theory of the Law and What is Justice that justice is a synonym for "legal" and that the "science" of law has no part in determining what is the social effect of rules of law.

Others of the Analytical school like Hohfeld are chiefly interested in creating an accurate vocabulary for describing the phenomena of rules of law. Unfortunately, they failed in this effort because they tried to give old and well worn but highly intensional words new meanings in terms of other intensional words. It is too bad that Hohfeld did not have the help of modern semantics to aid him in a very important effort. An accurate vocabulary will be an inevitable result of the application of Experimental Jurisprudence.

Other and more modern positivists following Llewellyn are attempting to describe law in terms of the behavior of officials. This concept of Positivism will be discussed below under the treatment of Realism. In its present state it suffers badly from the lack of accurate terminology.

It seems that Analytical Jurisprudence and Positivism, insofar as they attempt accurately to state the rules of law, are a very useful ally of Experimental Jurisprudence. The whole of this aspect of Analytical Jurisprudence is embodied in step 2, "the rule of law . . . should be accurately stated." On the other hand, the insistence that the science of law has nothing to do with what law ought to be, denies the whole hypothesis that rules of law can be created by experiment which will better serve the needs of society. As such, this part of Analytical Jurisprudence is already both rejected and refuted by the achievements of Experimental Jurisprudence. The latter is the science and art of law reform and the Scienstate, discussed elsewhere, in one apparatus for accomplishing change to improve the legal system. However, the basis of
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evaluating a law is not morals, religion or "values," to which Kelsen properly objected; but is an operational one wherein the usefulness of a law is measured by the empirically determined test of its efficiency in supplying the needs and demands of the people governed.\textsuperscript{15}

\textbf{Pragmatism}

One of the modern branches of philosophy which has influenced many of the recent schools of jurisprudence is Pragmatism. This is in a sense the philosophical counterpart of the theory of evolution, the idea that there are not in the world of philosophy any fixed standards of good and evil, right or wrong, just or unjust. The test of the validity of any idea, system of law or method of living is to be found, not in any fixed categories or basic principles, but in the extent to which it is instrumentally viable. An idea becomes true as it is able to survive in the events of life.\textsuperscript{16} Thus the validity of a rule of law is determined by the extent to which it works in society.

The truth grows and changes as it is tested by survival. What is true in one environment is not true in another. "Truth happens to an idea. It becomes true, is made true by events."\textsuperscript{17}

This philosophy has had a great impact on the jurisprudence of Holmes\textsuperscript{18} and his followers. It also is reflected in the philosophy of science, in Sociological Jurisprudence and Realism. It can be said that it is inherent in Experimental Jurisprudence, but where Pragmatism seems to rely on unguided survival to prove tentative truth, Experimental Jurisprudence applies the scientific method to develop the truth and usefulness of legal propositions and devices.\textsuperscript{19}

\textbf{Realism}

Realism is partly a branch of Positivism in that it attempts to describe law in terms of the action of officials. It is also an off-shoot of Pragmatism in that it reverts to social facts. Unlike Pragmatism which says the facts determine the usefulness of law, Realism takes the position that the facts of enforcement are the law itself. Llewellyn in his \textit{Bramble Bush} states that Law is what the officials do about disputes.\textsuperscript{20} This is, of course, a
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very narrow view of the nature of law and wholly overlooks that great body of written regulations commonly called law. It also fails to distinguish between law in books and law in action. However it renders a great service in that it insists upon finding out what is actually going on in the social application of the law, and rejects all rationalization about it. This insistence upon observation of what is actually going on in society is the essence of step 3 of Experimental Jurisprudence. It is not clear what the Realists intend to do with their observed information once they get it. Their process seems to do little more than observe, perhaps criticize, even reform;\textsuperscript{21} but they offer no mechanism for social or legal reform. Experimental Jurisprudence runs the whole gamut of experimental method as applied to legal phenomena.

It is interesting to note in this respect that Llewellyn who insisted that the Law was what the officials actually do, himself did little empirical research. \textit{The Cheyenne Way} which comes closest to this kind of work was really a sort of anthropological study. When he drafted the Uniform Commercial Code he accepted the procedures of the Restatement which had their origin in the methods of the codification of Justinian. The only reference to scientifically collected empirical social data other than decided cases were those offered in a few hearings\textsuperscript{22} which were conducted about in accordance with currently accepted legislative standards. There was reliance almost entirely on court decisions and there was no attempt to study the social conditions to which the Code was to apply. No Experimental Jurist would adopt such a technique.

It can be said that Realism so far as it insists upon getting the facts about the operation of law enforcement, clearly has a part in the method of Experimental Jurisprudence; but insofar as it relies upon behaviorism alone to understand the law it falls far short of being a complete science of law.

\textbf{Sociological Jurisprudence}

Sociological Jurisprudence as it has developed in Europe and America is set out by Pound as consisting of eight steps.\textsuperscript{23} These may be set out and compared with Experimental Jurisprudence about as follows.

The first step is (1) "Study of the actual social effects of legal


institutions, of legal percepts and legal doctrines." This is the same as step 3 of Experimental Jurisprudence, except possibly the latter is devoted more to specific laws and governmental policy in administering them.

The second is "Sociological study in preparation for law making." This is, of course, part of Experimental Jurisprudence but it is not a separate process but is built into a continuous method of law making and enforcement. 24

The third, a "study of the means of making legal precepts more effective in action." Experimental Jurisprudence offers a system for accomplishing this rather than an abstract statement.

The fourth, "Study juridical method: psychological study of the judicial, administrative, legislative and juristic processes as well as philosophical study of the ideals." The juridical and philosophical study of ideals has little place in Experimental Jurisprudence. The actual workings of the processes here set out and the reasons for their behavior is the focus of the experimental method. Psychology is only one of the disciplines which may be involved. The ideals are of little importance except insofar as they may create demands upon the legal order.

The fifth, a sociological legal history, is perhaps a part of the steps 4 and 5 in Experimental Jurisprudence, the creation of hypothesis and jural laws. This goes much further than the sociological study which might be purely descriptive rather than an important tool for future law making.

The sixth step in the program, the individualization of the application of the law through a study of the judicial and administrative process, might be only one of many studies undertaken by an Experimental Jurist. Individualization may or may not be an end to be sought.

The seventh, the creation of a ministry of justice, again may or may not be advisable. Experimental Jurisprudence has no such fixed ends. Properly developed it would undoubtedly result in continual reorganization of the whole government not merely the creation of one department. 25

Eighth, the foregoing points are merely part of the Sociological Jurists attempt to make "more effective the purposes of the legal orders." This assumes a purpose which Pound states is effective social engineering to better balance interests in society, or promoting civilization; 26 whatever that is. Here Sociological Jurisprudence will probably have to rely on
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Sociology to state its ends. Experimental Jurisprudence is a system of social engineering which will examine the working of any system of law or some or all of its rules. It is an on-going perpetual experimental science which will study not only the law but also the purposes behind it. Sociological Jurisprudence is primarily a scholarly activity while Experimental Jurispurdence is its further development into a dynamic experimental science of human relations.

Experimental Jurisprudence unlike all the others insists that society is a laboratory for the study of the science of law. In this respect it requires that law be used as one of the controls in developing and testing the effectiveness of legal norms and other devices for social control of the phenomena surrounding them. Also differing from all the other schools it insists that jural laws can be developed which describe and predict men’s reaction to legal controls, and that these jural laws can be used as an engineering device to impose social control. Thus, Experimental Jurisprudence, like Sociological Jurisprudence, has an important impact in improving man’s social relations with his fellow man, and the means by which he supplies his wants. It will, therefore, have an important effect upon the theories and practices of government.

"Word Mongering" vs. Empirical Fact Finding

It is characteristic of all the schools of Jurisprudence down to the middle of the 20th century that one could become a great authority, and a leader of his particular “school” without ever leaving the library. His chief occupation as such was “word mongering,” the manipulation of texts and the comparison of reports of cases. Only the latter even indirectly touched on the real world of people and their interests. The jurists thus viewed life dimly through the glass of the judicially distilled facts, or if they were civilians, through ancient texts. The real thrust of their writing went to philosophy, precepts, concepts and the like; words and more words, little else. Real scientific empirical research was slow to develop.

Pound’s article Law in Books and Law in Action, published in 1910 first called attention to the spread between theory and practice; but it was ten years later, in the Cleveland Survey, before he did anything about it. Then, after a few facts were uncovered, it was left to the politicians with no further guidance to make the necessary changes in the law.

Other early attempts by Pound at Harvard, to organize empirical studies of the social operation of law were mostly blocked by the depression and were not revived. Thereafter, although he continued to mention social engineering, he issued numerous publications including a five-volume treatise on Jurisprudence in the accepted style with little reference to empirical data.

While the empirical research at Harvard lasted it was the inspiration for the publication of many books in the field, the majority of which were more descriptive than experimental. The most important results of this attempt were the work of Sheldon and Elenor Glueck which covered a period of over forty years. It includes steps 1, 3, 4 and 5 of Experimental Jurisprudence and eventually developed a statistical base for reorganization of the criminal law, steps 6 to 8 of Experimental Jurisprudence, which still remain to be completed.

The Transition from Classical Jurisprudence to Experimental Social Engineering

The first attempt to apply the methods of experimental science to the study and reorganization of the law was the work of Walter Wheeler Cook and his colleagues at Johns Hopkins Institute of Law. This effort, contemporary with the Harvard Crime Survey, was established in June of 1928 and lasted only four years. It also was killed by the depression and lack of interest in the legal profession and among contemporary jurists.

This history, the details of the program and the true experimental nature of the concept are set out in full elsewhere and need not be repeated here. It is sufficient to say that Walter Wheeler Cook, himself a physicist, was the first to envision the application of the experimental scientific method to the operation of the legal system. It is unfortunate
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that his attempt to put his theories into action came at a time when the
great depression and later World War II brought almost all such work
to a halt.

Underhill Moore as a contemporary of Pound and Cook was one of
the first to try a detailed experimental study of the effect of law on
human actions. His philosophy and methods can be definitely classified
as experimental, and he was chiefly interested in developing jural laws
pertaining to the reaction of individuals to legal rules.33

His first efforts at empirical studies began in 1928 with studies of the
behavior of bankers in the collection and handling of checks.34 He later
developed an hypothesis that conflicting decisions in separate
jurisdictions could be explained by different methods of handling
checks.35 With the help of the Yale Institute of Human Relations, he set
out to test this theory against business practices. While these detailed
studies of bankers' habits in different states failed to substantiate the
theory, the findings definitely showed that the decisions involved were
aberrant, that is, appellate cases involving banks are an inaccurate
reflection of the procedures in the banks. The cases themselves involve
unusual situations where the ordinary rules or practices of the banks had
broken down. Their results therefore are not a proper or scientific base
upon which to construct rules of law which would properly reflect or
regulate usual banking operations. This was a great step forward.
Although Moore did not seem to recognize it, here was an empirical
showing that there was doubt as to the scientific soundness of the
common law method of creating rules of law from decided cases.

Moore's other research was directed toward the effect of traffic
regulations upon the habits of motorists in New Haven.36 Here Moore
and his associates studied the detailed reactions to traffic regulations of
hundreds of individual motorists. In cooperation with the police by
experimentally changing the regulations, he was able statistically to
develop a lot of jural laws (which he called "Learning Theory") showing
the reaction of the public to traffic control.
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These studies burst rather harshly into the consciousness of conservative jurists who still took a quasi-religious attitude toward law. Although they were well received by other branches of behavioral science, they fell flat so far as the great majority of lawyers and legal educators were concerned. This is the greater pity because, as shown elsewhere, Moore's technique was of the type being followed in other studies which eventually developed into Traffic Engineering. So the Engineering Colleges and not the Law Schools became the custodians of this type of law-making, and legal science.

By the middle of the century under the inspiration of Sociological Jurisprudence and Realism there slowly began a number of studies of the impact of various laws upon society. As the movement gained momentum there appeared all sorts of factual studies of the operation of various parts of the legal system. Most of these efforts represent roughly steps 1 to 3 of Experimental Jurisprudence and cover all aspects of both good and bad sociological research. It is impossible here to list or discuss all of them; but some of the better known studies by individuals are listed in the margin. Although these studies do not follow the whole of the experimental technique, they do expose facts that will force changes in the legal process. Whether or not these changes are based on sound science they will eventually lead to further experimentation.

Truly Experimental Individual Studies

It is possible to make experimental studies of the application of law to society either with or without the help of government. If governmental agencies are willing to cooperate the law may be changed experimentally to test hypotheses and jural laws. If such official help is not forthcoming at steps 7 and 8 in Experimental Jurisprudence it may be possible by the use of comparative law to find the type of law recommended in step 6 in some other jurisdiction and to study its application there. An illustration of both these types of study follows.

The bad-check studies made by the author and his assistants is an
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illustration of this second technique. That study was made in 1953 and 1954 of the enforcement of the criminal bad-check laws dealing with forgery, no-fund and insufficient fund checks in the state of Nebraska and, for comparison and measuring purposes, in Colorado, Vermont and New Hampshire. Following the first six steps of Experimental Jurisprudence it was determined that the felony penalties in the law served no useful purpose. It was then recommended to the legislature that it adopt a model bad-check statute which repealed the felony penalties and legalized collection of the check by public officials.

When the legislature refused initially to adopt the act it appeared that the experiment might be ended, but it was soon discovered that Puerto Rico had a set of laws on bad checks which closely paralleled those recommended for Nebraska. A similar study was then made in Puerto Rico in 1963 and 1964, under the auspices of the Social Science Research Center of the University of Puerto Rico. In spite of many variations in social conditions this study seems to indicate that most of the discoveries and recommendations of the previous Nebraska study are valid.

Partly as a result of these studies the legislature of Nebraska has recently adopted a statute and resolution embodying many of the suggestions in the original bad check study. As recommended there it has greatly reduced the impact of the felony provisions of the original law by increasing the minimum felony requirement for no-account and insufficient fund checks from thirty-five to seventy-five dollars. It also, as recommended by the study, has implemented a collection process by law enforcement officials and has moved to reduce the felony population of the Penal and Correctional Complex by making the more lenient felony provision retroactive.

This illustrates the scientific drawback in the type of study where the
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law-making body does not fully cooperate. Although it is not possible here to completely carry out the experimental project as planned; nevertheless, now that the law has been changed it will be possible to attempt a variation of step 8 of Experimental Jurisprudence by an empirical study of the effects of the new law on bad checks; so this study now may be made partially to represent both types mentioned above.

Rosenberg’s study, on pretrial and effective justice in New Jersey is an example of the application of the first of the experimental methods mentioned above to juridical studies. With the cooperation of the Supreme Court of New Jersey and with the help of the Columbia Project for Effective Justice there was created a controlled experiment in the effectiveness of the pretrial procedures in tort cases. The court at the suggestion of the director of the study set up three categories of rules governing pretrial conferences in the lower courts. They were made mandatory in some places, optional in others, and prohibited in a third class. These classes of rules were then applied to a proper statistical sampling of the courts, and trials conducted under the three procedures were carefully observed. The results showed that most of the claims made for the effectiveness of the pretrial procedures were unfounded.

At the end of the research New Jersey changed its mandatory rule and made pretrial discretionary in automobile cases. Here is a good example of the changing of rules of law due to experimental studies, steps 7 and 8 of Experimental Jurisprudence.

Other private studies in cooperation with governmental agencies are numerous. These studies fall into three classes: (1) the experimental study where the rules of law are changed to facilitate the work as was the case in the Rosenberg research just mentioned; (2) where the research involves the active cooperation of governmental agencies and the use of their facilities, for further experimental purposes; (3) where the governmental agencies cooperate by allowing the investigators to use their facilities for the purpose of observation only. Any of the three types of studies may lay the foundation for a change in the policy or operation of the agency or law under examination. If this occurs it is possible to repeat the study in the manner of Systems Engineering, and the whole operation becomes truly experimental. Studies in this class are now becoming too numerous to mention in detail so a few examples will suffice.

In addition to the Rosenberg pretrial study mentioned above the
Manhattan Bail Project initiated by the New York University School of Law and the Institute of Judicial Administration in 1961 was another study where rules of procedure were varied to study the effectiveness of the bail procedure in certain courts in the City of New York. Here by varying the requirements of bail and notification of trial in some cases and comparing them with other control cases where the usual procedures were followed, the study was able to recommend substantial changes in the parole practices of the courts.

In the second class, where the authorities furnish the facilities for the study, was part of the Chicago Jury Study examining the defense of insanity. Here the courts furnished records of two types of cases involving the insanity of the defendants. By taping the testimony and using actual persons from the jury rolls, the experimentors were able to create gaming techniques whereby the records were played back to jurors chosen to try the cases under instructions embodying two different rules of law, the M'Naghten rule which requires the defendant to lack the knowledge of right and wrong, and the Durham rule which requires the defendant to be under the influence of an irresistible impulse before legal insanity is established. By giving the instructions to a large list of separate jurors trying the taped cases under one rule and under the other, it was possible to come to important conclusions as to the effectiveness of the two rules.

In the third class where the investigator simply used the facilities of the agency under observation are three important studies. The first is an examination of the Antidiscrimination Laws of New Jersey where the investigators studied the records of the state agency and then interviewed negroes who were supposed to be helped by the law and the agency administering it. In this manner they were able to make constructive recommendations for improvement in the law and its administration. Another is a study by the staff of the Yale Law Journal of the operation of the police department in New Haven to see what if any effect United States Supreme Court decisions in the field of civil rights had on police practice.

49. See Ares, Rankin and Sturz, The Manhattan Bail Project, 38 N.Y.U. L. Rev. 67 (1963) and authorities there cited.


The third study of this type is an exhaustive description of police practice in dealing with arresting criminals by Professor LaFave who actually rode the police cars and observed practices and procedures. This particular study is largely descriptive, but contains many valuable insights into law enforcement practice.

Institutions for Empirical Research

In examining some of these individual studies it immediately becomes apparent that a factual investigation of the effect of the simplest rule of law or legal institution involves the use of many techniques of physical and social science. The researcher soon finds himself surrounded by and cooperating with teams of other scientists. The need immediately arises for organizations and heavy financing. There are now appearing in connection with the growing number of empirical research projects many such organizations. The developments in this area since World War II, therefore, are advancing on all fronts at once.

Financing institutions are appearing on all sides.

The Walter E. Meyer Research Institute located in New York City is a funded foundation principally interested in financing studies into the manner in which law affects people in the area of "Justice in the Big City" and "Law and the Common Man." Stating this policy in 1958, the foundation set out to encourage empirical research in these fields especially by legally trained personnel. Although the applications for grants have not been as numerous as the directors would like, the Institute has financed many studies both by individuals and organizations. A selected list of publications as a result of these studies during the bi-annum 1964 to 1966 is set out in the margin.


During the two year period between June, 1964 to 1966, the foundation disbursed over two million dollars for this purpose. Much of this money came from its own funds but it also accepted grants from other foundations which it passed on to its clients. The Ford, the Rockefeller, the Russell Sage Foundations and the Social Science Research Council (Committee on Governmental and Legal Processes) are among the most prominent which are making grants in this field, but there are also numerous other foundations which are willing to lend aid to empirical research into the effects of law on society either directly or through other organizations. In fact there seems to be so much money available that there is a shortage of legally trained scholars who know how or desire to use it.

Research Organizations. As a result of the renewed interest in the field during the last fifteen years, many organizations have appeared which are willing to spend their own money and that of the foundations in all sorts of empirical research touching the legal system. Since research of this type requires cooperation of many individuals, these efforts take all sorts of forms, loosely knit groups of individuals, faculty committees and institutes of various sorts connected with educational institutions or acting independently. It is impossible without heavily financed research to list all of these activities but some of the most prominent and their impact upon Experimental Jurisprudence should be noted.

**Educationally Connected Research**

The Columbia Project for Effective Justice was one of the early post World War II pioneers and one of the most effective in the field of Experimental Jurisprudence. It was created in 1956 at Columbia University to conduct systematic studies using social science as well as

---


56. Walter E. Meyer, supra, note 50.

57. Id., 7, 14. For a summary of the work of Russell Sage see Rose, Programs of Law and Social Science, 2 Law and Society 509 (1968).
legal skills to study the operations of justice as applied in society. Interested in the efficiency of legal devices to accomplish their purposes, it made many studies, the results of which were both descriptive and experimental. One of the most important of these studies from the experimental point of view was The Pretrial Conference and Effective Justice which was discussed in the above. Although the University carries the expense of the core organization, it accepts special foundation support for its various individual projects. It is making a substantial contribution both to the collection of empirical data about the legal order and experiments in developing law reform.

The Center for the Study of Law and Society of the University of California is another university connected establishment for the empirical investigation of the workings of the legal order. Established in 1961 with the help of a grant from the Russell Sage Foundation, it conducts studies over a broad field including the legal process in administrative settings, the administration of civil and criminal justice, the workings of juvenile laws, cooperative international studies, the legal profession and legal theory. With a current budget of over a quarter of a million dollars, it has a permanent staff and associates of ten members of the Berkeley faculty drawn from the fields of law, social welfare, sociology and anthropology. There are also some thirteen professional researchers, three associates from other faculties, and approximately twenty students who are candidates for advanced degrees. The center has aided research in the social effects of law by grants and support of research in many fields to over forty scholars both from on and off the campus, which have already resulted in the publication of fourteen books, and many monographs, articles and graduate theses too numerous to mention here. Similar research is being encouraged by the


59. There were eight advanced degrees granted from 1964 to 1966, three doctor's degrees and five masters.

School of Criminology, and the Law School has recently opened the Earl Warren Legal Center which may absorb much of the research into law in action.

The Social Science Research Center of the University of Puerto Rico is one of the oldest of the research centers in this country devoting attention to empirical studies of law in action. It was created in 1945, early in the administration of Operation Bootstrap, (discussed below) which is an example of the application of Scienstate methods to the rehabilitation of a whole Commonwealth. With governmental interest focused on planning and law in action, it was only natural that the University should turn its attention to the empirical effects of the law in the Commonwealth.

With an annual budget of approximately two hundred thousand dollars, the center employs a staff of twenty-two persons of professional rank, twelve investigators all for either full or part time and a secretarial staff of eight. The professionals came from almost all branches of social science.61 While the emphasis in the studies is sociological, the center has encouraged research in the operation of law which has culminated in the publication of at least five62 out of thirty-four books, which have to do with the social effect of laws. They also encourage research which has resulted in many shorter monographs and articles on legal phenomena.63

The Center also conducts a Program in Criminology which is now instituting wide research into the operation of the criminal laws of the Island.


61. See Informe Anual del Centro de Investigaciones Sociales (1964-1965), Univ. of Puerto Rico.
63. For a list see note 62, supra.
The Chicago Jury Project is another of the earlier recent organized efforts by universities in this field. The Ford Foundation in 1953 and years following appropriated over a million dollars to the University of Chicago to be spent by the university over a four-year period as studies in three fields: public attitudes toward federal taxation, commercial arbitration and the functioning of the jury system. The work which has been going on for seventeen years is still in progress, having exhausted the original grant, and spent much more. No permanent institute or research organization has developed, but the research under the direction of Professors Kalven in Law and Zeisel in Sociology has employed or financed the research of at least nine scholars and numerous investigations. It is still too early to evaluate the work or to predict that it will become a permanent branch of the Law School or the University. So far it has resulted in the publication of three major books and over sixty articles devoted largely to the operation of courts and especially to the jury as an institution. The material so far is chiefly descriptive representing mostly step 3 in Experimental Jurisprudence; whether the mass of data still to appear is more speculative or experimental remains to be seen.

Other University Connected Projects devoted to empirical study of law may be found scattered throughout the country. Among these in addition to those already mentioned are a group of scholars at the University of Wisconsin Law School, which has recently been formalized in the Center for Law and Behavioral Science. There is also important activity at the Michigan Law School, the University of Illinois, Rutgers, Harvard Law School, and many others.

66. The chief legislation which has come out of the study seems to be a federal statute making it a felony to eavesdrop on a jury, a silly act, 18 U.S.C.A. 1508 (1956), which was the result of some Federal Courts giving permission to "bug" jury deliberations as part of the scientific study. There were also over thirty state statutes to the same effect. See H. Kalven & H. Zeisel, The American Jury vii. (1966).
67. See W. Hurst, Law and Economic Growth in Wisconsin (1964); Carmichael, Forty Years of Water Pollution Control in Wisconsin, 1967 Wis. L. Rev. 350; Mersin, Computers, Law and Justice, 1967 Wis. L. Rev. 43; and see the Law and Society section of the Wisconsin Law Review.
69. W. LaFave, Arrest (1963); J. O'Connell, Safety Last (1966); J. O'Connell and R. Keeton, Basic Protection for the Traffic Victim (1965); Nagel, Predicting Court Cases
The University Centers for the Empirical Study of Law are growing so rapidly that currently there are well over a million dollars a year being spent for this purpose. It is by far the greatest sum expended for research in the law; but the foundations are still complaining that they do not have enough projects to use their funds. The growth of experimental research in law is so rapid that it can confidently be predicted that in the near future no first class law school can be without such a center. It will bear the same relationship to the law school that the hospital does to the medical school.

In addition to the law connected research institutes, a number of universities here and abroad are beginning to institute graduate studies for policy-making based on the scientific approach.

Research by Professional Organizations

A number of professional associations connected with legal administration have started a program of empirical study of the operation of various parts of the legal system.

The American Bar Foundation which had its beginning in the middle fifties, over a decade and a half ago, has set aside a million dollar endowment to study the operation of the legal system. The income from these funds is appropriated to support the American Bar Center located adjacent to the University of Chicago Law School. The Association also has a current income of a half million dollars annually to support


72. In addition there will be found activities in criminal law and psychiatry at New York University and Michigan, in computers at Pittsburgh and in contracts at Florida. There is also the Joint Center for Urban Studies of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology; and Harvard University which is conducting much empirical study and planning in the areas of city development. See L. Mayhew, Law and Equal Opportunity (1968); see also The First Five Years (1964) and numerous studies cited therein. The University of Virginia Law School has recently established a Center for the Study of Science, Technology and Public Policy. There is also the Council on Law Related Studies in Cambridge, Mass. See their Press Release, May 25, 1970.


74. For a list of these institutions see Dror, Teaching of Policy Science: Design for a Post Graduate University Program 4 (1969); and for a general discussion of public policy-making see Dror, Public Policy-Making Reexamed (1968).
research and grants. Housed in a palatial building, the Center employs about fifteen lawyers, two social psychologists, a statistician and two sociologists to help direct research and planning. It designs studies of branches of the legal system, especially criminal law, grants research funds to scholars in the field and accepts grants from foundations which it spends or redistributes. It has already aided in the publication of a number of books and articles too numerous to mention.\textsuperscript{75}

There is currently a project being designed in which the Association of American Law Schools will cooperate with the Bar Association and the Foundation to study the functionings of the bar and of legal education. The whole will probably cover a period of years and its findings may result in some changes both in the teaching and practice of law.

Like much of the research already mentioned, the work of the Foundation is largely the development of Sociological Jurisprudence and therefore mostly descriptive in nature. Ideas for reform are left to the action of the American Bar Association which, owing to its domination by conservatives, is not likely to come up with any radical changes.

The American Arbitration Association also conducts considerable research into the effectiveness of its arbitration procedures, and their costs. It also is working on civil rights and anti-poverty studies to aid federal, state and city governments more effectively to control the landlord tenant relations in slum areas. This work is experimental in nature, directed toward improving the legal procedures involved.\textsuperscript{76}

Other research by associations may be found in many places. Much of this is used for lobbying purposes, some for improving procedures favorable to labor, business associations, farmers' organizations and the like. Little of it is really scientific or experimental.

\textit{Independent or Commercial Research Organizations}

In addition to the research oriented toward legal education and directly connected with the practice or administration of the law, there is widespread activity in empirical or policy research by organizations with no direct legal, governmental, or educational connections.

The Rand Corporation is one such organization. Starting originally as a research branch of the Air Force during World War II it has evolved through a subsidiary of an airplane manufacturing company into a separate and independent non-profit corporation which studies

\textsuperscript{75} See, e.g., \textit{AM. BAR FOUNDATION ANNUAL REPORT} (1965-1966, 1969-1970) and material therein cited; \textit{see also} Research Contribution of The American Bar Foundation, a series of pamphlets.

\textsuperscript{76} For a summary of this work \textit{see AM. ARB. ASSN. ARBITRATION NEWS} No. 7 (1967).
various scientific policy problems on a contract basis for both governmental and private bodies. 77 Like many other centers of this type, 78 it carries on separate research in exact and social scientific fields, operational research, systems engineering and policy science. With a current yearly operating budget of over twenty million dollars, 79 it has become a leader in the field of developing a scientific policy-forming science.

There are numerous research institutes and private consultant groups, in addition to non-profit organizations like Rand, which operate for a fee to attempt all sorts of empirical, social and exact scientific research in aid of business and government. It would take monumental research far beyond the scope of this article to separate the organizations dealing primarily with medical, physical or engineering science from the ones oriented principally toward social and legal science; but a glance at the directories which give only a partial list of those now operating in the field, 80 will show that their number runs into the thousands. One authority has estimated the expenditure for research and development in the United States in 1964 was well over twenty billion dollars, with about half that amount being additionally spent in Europe. 81 When one subtracts from the American total the thirteen billion dollars budgeted by the Federal government, 82 there remains around seven billion dollars spent in the private sector. Although a lion’s share of this total went to physical science and engineering, there is no doubt that the amount expended on the social and legal side probably exceeded a billion dollars.

Experimental Jurisprudence and Social Engineering in Government

Since steps 7 and 8 of Experimental Jurisprudence require enacting laws, studying their impact on society and then repeating the cycle of Experimental Jurisprudence, it is to be expected that this discipline will not be a fully developed science unless the government itself takes a hand in the process of social engineering thus envisioned. These expectations are now in the process of being realized.

As indicated above, government agencies are not only cooperating in

78. Id. at 268 for a list of similar organizations.
80. Id. See also Industrial Research Laboratories of the United States (12 ed. 1965).
the empirical research involved, they are actually engaging in the entire process of social engineering. A few examples will suffice. They will be found most in areas where the conventional law-making power has been delegated to administrative agencies.

Traffic Engineering is one of these areas which has become a complete system of law-making based, not on popular will, but in experimental factual research into the needs of industry and the driving public. This system is now in effect in over half of the local and national governmental agencies controlling vehicular traffic. Its law-making processes have been described in detail elsewhere and need not be repeated here.83

The reorganization of the Federal control over aviation and the drafting of the law creating the Federal Aviation Agency is another example of the use of Experimental Jurisprudence and Systems Engineering to reorganize a branch of the national government and to create laws by scientific methods. The manner in which Edward P. Curtis at the direction of President Eisenhower in less than three years used extensive scientific research to create the new agency with scientific law-making powers of its own is fully described elsewhere.84 It is sufficient here to say that it is one of the great examples of social engineering based on sound experimental jural methods.

In like manner the Philadelphia Urban Redevelopment Plan, the Puerto Rican Operation Bootstrap in which Rexford Tugwell and Munos Marine collaborated to change the life of an island which had been described as the slum of the Caribbean into a thriving industrial and resort center, and the California Water Plan, all are examples of scientific social engineering on the state level.85 Although many of the leaders of these projects were not trained in law or philosophy, all deserve the title of Experimental Jurist or Social Engineer.

The Relationship of Social Engineering to Experimental Jurisprudence

Lest one jump to the conclusion that Experimental Jurisprudence, Social Engineering and Systems Engineering are different names for the same discipline, it should be pointed out that though their methods are similar and their operations often overlap, they are separate branches of social science which attempt to achieve different results. Experimental Jurisprudence is primarily directed toward the understanding of the legal

83. See BEUTEL, supra note 3, at Ch. VI, see also 31 NEB. L. REV. 349 (1952).
84. See BEUTEL, supra note 14, at 209 ff.
85. Id. at 166 ff.
system. Step 5, the creation of jural laws, causes it to stand more in its contact with the other two in a position like pure science in its relation to engineering.

Social Engineering as it is practiced today is directed primarily toward the creation of more efficient laws and social structures. It is confined only to social phenomena. Systems Engineering, however, may be used in both mechanical and social organizations. It is also primarily an efficiency-creating discipline. The discovery of basic scientific laws, though it may be a by-product of these two disciplines, is more likely to fall into the ken of Experimental Jurisprudence or some other pure science.

The important thing to note at this point is that these disciplines are all finding increasing use in both the educational and political world. It is only a question of time until their progress develops into a Scienstate which will eventually displace our present democratic law-making devices.86

86. This is discussed at length in F. Beutel, Democracy or the Scientific Method in Law and Policy Making (1965).